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APPENDICES  

Data of the research  

The responder asked about why we have different races, tribes and 

color. The reason relates to the Quran Surah AL Hujurat 

Chapter. Allah says “We say oh you mankind we have created 

you from single pair of male and female, and have divided you 

into nation then tribes, so that you can recognize each other non 

that you shall despise each other, the most honor is the person 

who has taqwa”. Allah says in the quranWe have created you from 

single pairs of Adam and Eve, we have divided you into nation then 

tribes malaychinese, indian, African and American so that you may 

recognize each other. Oke you are malayoke you are from Malaysia, 

you are chines you are from china, you are indian you are from  

india, you are vibe you are from western country this is quran says so 

that you can recognize each other non that despise each other OhhIm 

a malayIm superior, no I’m chines I’m superior. Our beloved prophet 

Muhammad peace be upon him no Arab is superior to non – arab. 

(Fragmentation 1) 

 

The sister questions that is there is have sex education then what is 

duty as the muslim should be allowed duty as the students should be 

under the word of sex education, sister if sex education given as 

long as it refers to the quran and sunnah is perfectly fine but if it 

is outside of quran and sunnah it is prohibited, let me explain to 

you my answer the sex education im medical doctor sex education 

large of terminology while you give sex education you will break 

the haya’ the modesty level and break any rule of quran and 

sunnah its prohibited for example, as medical doctor I would say 

that oke I would tell to the gents don’t have facial menstruation 

sex education no problem but if I break the haya’ and trans 

show a model of a women in front of a gent it is not prohibited so 

as long as you do not break any ruling of the quran and sunnah and 

impart of education no problem but if you break any rule of quran 
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and sunnah it is prohibited for teacher to teach it is prohibited for a 

students to learn hope that answer the question (Fragmentation 2).  

 

If you consider my talk, sister islam believe in equality between man 

and women. Man and women equal but they are not identical. Allah 

subhanahuataalla has made different between women and man. 

biologically they are different, psychologically they are different 

each other different role, I cannot say you Im equal with the women 

therefor I become a mother, I cannot can I become a mother cannot, 

if women she is a mother Allah has made biologically for a women 

she is meant be a better mother, a women can take care of a child 

better than a man we have seen in the western a man become a 

mother take care of baby and women go outside to work, upside 

down ward Allah subhanahuata’alla. Our beloved prophet 

shalallhualaihiwassalam is mentioned in ShahihBukhari before I go 

to the hadith, I would like to give brief that all of women and man 

equal but they are not identical I would like to give an example if 

supposed in examination there are many students (Fragmentation 3). 

 

In the western everything allowed as long as it consent, you have sex 

personality, it is no problem as long as they agree half sex with the 

doctor as long as they allow, in islam no. if you have to have sex 

you have to marry, if you want to stay alone as the professional 

muslim if you are psycho therapist see that female person should 

be hang, this is islam, if you cannot do that may be change your 

profession do you understand? this is islam the best psychologist, 

no better psychologist than Allah subhanahuata’alla instead of hiding 

the patient you will go on the wrong track the patient will on the 

wrong track what did the patient did the allegation then you do 

psychotherapy before two hours, and she has allegation and she miss 

behave with you what will you do? Im asking the simple question 

you are sitting with other female oke? And she leads the allegation 

and you misbehave with her what will you do, you cannot defend 

and you go to the haram things, so you should have protection, what 

is the protection keep the femaleness in the same room. So it doesn’t 

break the hadith when you open examination on the opposite patient 

compulsory has to be a third person, third person so she has 
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compatible this is ethics of medicine and the ruling of islam you may 

be a doctore, however you have to follow the rule even a teacher 

speaking you cannot give a close room its common in public area 

different, in close room area third person is a devil, so what are you 

doing as a specialist you have to follow the rule, the rule and the 

regulation has to be followed this is islam then so many found 

people doing some haram activity because they don’t follow the 

rule of the creator, hope that answer your question 

brother.(Fragmentation 4) 

 

There is one Islamic organization wants to do a Islamic program the 

leader silent because of the non muslim objecting. So what should be 

done in the objecting. I know that you are relating to me, I’m aware 

of that many people are objected in this program point number one 

the leader should check whether the objection is correct or no if 

the Islamic organization is calling a speaker which abuse other 

religions and which is critizing and causing communal 

disharmony that program should not be held but when someone 

lay the allegation quran says to produce your proof include them for 

the king of body feels truth, correct? I know many many of times 

when I go in this country the indian non – Muslim are oobjected a 

hundred times more than Indian non muslim in my country I don’t 

know why when anyones objects what will you need to do the leader 

should not be scared that they lose the election of the leader, the 

leader should be for the justice of Allah. Allah said in surah nisa 

chapter four verse 135 oh you believe standard for justice than 

witness for Allah even if it against yourself even if it against your 

parenst against your relatives (Fragmentation 5)  

 

Who deserve the maximum love companionship in this world, the 

prophet say your mother, the man asked the two, the prophet the 

mother, the man asked after the two, the prophet said third time your 

mother, the man asked after that do, then the prophet said your father 

that means seventy five percent of the love and companionship goes 

to the mother 25 percent goes to the father, that means mother got 

the gold medal, mother got silver medals and bronze medal the 
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father has be satisfied with the consolation price, I want to say oh 

I want to be a mother, no you cannot be. (Fragmentation 6) 

 

Allah says in the quranWe have created you from single pairs of 

Adam and Eve, we have divided you into nation then tribes 

malaychinese, indian, African and American so that you may 

recognize each other. Oke you are malayoke you are from 

Malaysia, you are chines you are from china, you are indianyou 

are from india, you are white you are from western country this 

is quran says so that you can recognize each other non that despise 

each other OhhIm a malayIm superior, no I’m chines I’m superior.  

(Fragmentation 7) 
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